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ABSTRACT 
 

ODMRP is a multicasting routing protocol design for ad-hoc 
network .this protocol is based on the mesh structure and used 
the concept of forwarding group .it can dynamically build the 
routes to maintain the multicasting between different group or 
in different nodes .ODMRP is used in ad-hoc because it is 
wireless network ,bandwidth is limited and topology changes 
frequently, a multicasting  routing is challenge under the node 
or host mobility and limited bandwidth .in this paper the E-
ODMRP is a multicasting routing protocol retain all the 
property of ODMRP. The main aim of this paper is to 
designed a secured multicast network ,which ill be 
safeguarded against all the mis activity of routing ,data 
modification, attack like flooding attack and black hole attack. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) [1] is a wireless network 
of mobile nodes or temporary nodes. These node 
communicate with each other in a multihop fashion without 
any infrastructure. MANET [1] also called as infrastructure 
less or non infrastructure wireless network ,. In multicasting 
ad-hoc network ,mobile node which are present in range can 
directly communicate and send or receive their message easily 
with each other but those node which are not in range of  
wireless link depend another node to communicate .in this the 
sender node send their message to other node which is directly 
or indirectly connected to the receiver node .the other node 
which is link between sender and receiver is responsible for 
communication. In  network topology ,the node mobility is 
important. It means that the node present in the network can 
move or make link from one node  to the other node.mobality 
allow node to establish a link to any node present in the 
network. MANET make wireless network in which there is no 
wired connection is required or cellular infrastructure 

.Security is one of the major issue in MANET. An unauthozed 
user can easily access the data in MANET because the 
network can’t verify the user identity before allowing to 
access the data for this reason the data confidentiality, 
reliability, integrity may be lost & the data can be changed or 
captured by the unauthorized user. because of multicasting 
communication a system may be vulnerable as compared to 
wired network, the wireless network is most vulnerable to 
attacks. It is a very challenging to design security protocol 
because of unique character of MANET .In multicasting 
security is one of major challenge and difficult to resolve the 
problem of multicasting communication. in multicasting there 
is a coordinator, coordinator send the message  to the sender 
and through the sender tere are many nodes are linked .this is 
the responsibility of the sender to send the message to all the 
node.there are many type of security issue in MANET. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  

MANET is also called as a mobile mesh network.each node in 
the manet are free to move and they can move in any direction 
and can make the link to any other node .through this type of 
nature of node there is difficult to maintain the route traffic. 
and through the node mobality the data can be lost because of 
frequently changing of node. There  are some advantage in 
MANET : 

• Provide access to information in geographic position . 
• Network can be establishing anywhere. 
• They did;t required any arrangement . 
• They are infrastructure less wireless network. 

Security Issue:  

It is a challenging task to design secure protocol for MANET 
Vulnearable to attack. 

Different type of attack like Black hole,Rushing,Jelly 
Fish,neighbor &flooding attack. 
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Researcher,research on the unicast security issue but in 
multicast is a challenge. 

Nodes can be highjacked or captured. 

Because of node mobality attacker can easily modify the 
information. 

EODMRP  

An enhanced version of ODMRP . a message structure is 
build between the source and receiver by a two way 
handshaking. The source flood can join the query packets and 
receive the response from the join reply packets.the 
forwarding mesh is construted when ther is a data transmitted 
by the new sourse.in a multicasting group ,the new source can 
flood the network with its first data packet information.the 
first data packet called as join query packet.the source 
broadcast a join querry i.e. the sender of the join query packet 
and rebroadcast it.when the receiver,recives the join query 
packet,the receiver send a join reply packet to the source. The 
reply is also used the broadcasting which is used by the 
intermediate node.in this way forward mesh is 
established.creation of forwarding mesh is same in both 
ODMRP mesh and E-ODMRP but the node show the 
difference in the behavior .to join a multicast group , a 
receiver perform a ring search to a node from one group is 
inserted into an another node to form a new forwarding group. 
Any member which receive the packet can reply to the 
receiver join reply.receiver, receive multiple join reply packet 
in the forwarding group. Receiver can choose any one node 
and sends ack packet.if the process of creating a new 
multicast group which is also called as grafting is failed then 
there is no recived join reply and repeat the process. due  to 
the mobality the node and reciver can be disconnected in the 
mesh.in unicast,finding the broken/burst  route is easy .if the 
node doest’t send the ack ,the  link node is termed as 
broken.but in multicast the link break is detected in many 
ways.we assume that our network traffic serve as indicator for 
route damage,source calculate its inter packet arrival time  and 
inform  the reciver  by join query packets.when a multiple of 
the packet arrive and the reciver does’t receive any packet.it 
means that the node can be detached and the recovery 
procedure start.while in the EODMR reciver performs the 
recovery at the time of disconnection. 

Attack in MANET  

There are many type of attak in MANET. But in this section 
we discuss on two attack which are flooding and black hole 
attack. 

 

 

 

 

Flooding attack 

This type of attack occur when the attacker send large amount 
of data to a network. the attacker used the RREQ (Route 
Request ) for flooding attack. the large amount of malicious 
node can generate the no of malicious node which can flood 
the network .RREQ packet of flooding requires a lot of 
resources for network .to reduce the over crowd  in a network 
use some methods. hem a node generate a RREQ (route 
request ) then a node will wait for a PREP (Route reply). If 
the route is not gained the node will again try to discover the 
new route by relayed RREQ up to limited time. when the 
RREP doesn’t received within the time limit and the new 
RREQ is send. In the flooding attack, the attacker select IP in 
the network. The attacker choose any IP address and one by 
one generate the mass RREQ message from IP address. The 
attacker did not know the RREQ _RATE LIMIT and he send 
the request in a sequence without waiting for the 
Round_Trip_Time.the flooding attack means that the whole 
network is full of RREQ packet .the flooded RREQ packet 
exhausted the communication bandwidth and resource node. 
To solve this problem we proposed a technique which used 
the stastical analysis to find the misbehaving node. if the 
RREQ is authenticated the each nodehas its ID and 
authentication data but this type of trust in malicious node is 
one time trust.in this paper we assume that each node has a 
information about the route request it receives .every node has 
a  responsibility to maintain a record of count of RREQ 
received and RREQ sends at a particular the interval. 

Black Hole attack 

Attack in which a malicious node advertize itself to have the 
shortest path and attract all the node toward itself. Main work 
of this attack is to change the routing protocol. Which help the 
attacker to interrupt the network traffic .the work of attacker is 
to delete the msg for this the quantity of message is reduced 
.this process can be done by one message or in the bulk 
message. The packet drop in a specified location called 
selective dropping while the dropping all packets means bulk 
attack. In both the cases the performance degradation is 
happened .demand routing protocol are those which create 
their route only when required by source node. When a node 
want to go from sender to receiver it required route, for this 
reason a particular route is discovered in the network. If 
source A want to communicate with any source D but there is 
no direct link/route to communicate A to D .so A uses the 
malicious node M which is not have the direct route to the D 
but M define that it has a route to send the data packet to its 
destination D. solution to this problem is that the EODMRP 
did not receive first RREP instead of this it will used the table 
created by the packet P to call the Pre_ Receive RREP. The 
Mali-node are the malicious node present in the network .the 
malicious node identify by the Mali-node so they can easily 
verified and discarded. 
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3. CONCLUSION 
  

This is to use the wait time for the variable which help to find 
the malicious node .the flooding attack drop the network 
performance. in  flooding attack there is difficult to 
distinguish normal node to malicious node in a short period of 
time but in long time interval node can be easily verify 
because normal node send RREQ request of short time while 
the malicious node send it all time .for this we have proposed 
a statically packet dropping mechanism. 
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